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A letter from the president,
Chelsey Rodowicz
It has been an honor to be president of PRSSA-UD this semester. Not
only have we increased membership by 10 percent, but we have also
had a fantastic semester full of informative speakers, great skill slams
and one unforgettable field trip. Not to mention, a fellow executive
board member and I had the opportunity to travel to San Francisco for
the PRSSA National Conference, which was the experience of a
lifetime.
San Francisco brought together over 1,000 aspiring public relations
professionals from all over the country. We ate together, talked
together, but most of all, learned together. Whether it was the chapter
development sessions fellow students presented or the professional
development sessions led by influential public relations professionals,
there was not a thing I would have changed. Our fellow PRSSA
members at Grand Valley State gave us some great tips on how to
maintain a good PRSA and PRSSA relationship, while those from
Illinois State University told us how they maintain a strong executive
board. Whatever session I attended, I was learning. I always kept our
chapter in mind and how we could utilize these different tips and tricks
within PRSSA-UD.
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First chapter Twitter chat focuses on brand use of
social media
By Leanna Bernhard
On Wednesday, Oct. 24 at 9 p.m., PRSSA-UD held its very first Twitter chat with the conversation surrounding the
topic of social media use by brands and organizations. Participants also asked specific questions regarding the chapter.
The conversation lasted about 45 minutes and about eight members participated in the chat. The PRSSA-UD executive
board moderated the chat and used the hashtag #UDPRchat to organize the conversation. Questions used to guide the
conversation included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is an example of a social media campaign you’ve seen that was successful?
What about the campaign made it successful?
If your brand is trying to get its name out there, how often is too often to post?
What are some simple ways brands can increase their social media presence?
What makes you follow brands on social media? Why do you want to get updates from them?
Is feedback and interaction with your audience ideal when using social media for brands?

PRSSA-UD public relations director Bobby Schrader decided to hold the Twitter chat in order to give members a way
to participate in a discussion about a public relations concept on a social platform. The chat emulated PRSSA’s
National Twitter chat that they hold every month. Once the chat was over, many participants expressed interest in
future chats. PRSSA-UD plans to hold the next chat over winter session and hopes to have chats every month or every
other month.
@PRSSA_UD continuously tweets useful content for its members, including internship opportunities and interesting
public relations articles. Check out our chapter’s official hashtag, #UDCOMMPR.

Mentor-mentee program
PRSSA-UD started its very own
upperclassmen/underclassmen mentor-mentee program
this semester, where executive board members, juniors
and seniors had the chance to mentor freshmen or
sophomore PRSSA members.

A picture from PRSSA-UD’s first
chapter meeting.

Mentors met with their mentees and served as a go-to
person for any PRSSA-related questions throughout the
semester.
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‘Tis the Season to Be Touring PR: PRSSAUD Takes on Vault Communications and
6ABC
By Kimberly Teschemacher
Lights, camera, action! How many students are
fortunate enough to sit in on a live newscast for
6ABC? How many can say they have toured the
offices of Vault Communications, whose clients
include huge brands such as Verizon and Campbell’s
Soup? The students of PRSSA-UD were fortunate
enough to experience both of these great
opportunities on their fall field trip to Philadelphia
on Thursday, November 29.
The day began with meeting Brittany Harmon, the
assistant account executive at Vault

with smiling faces from the professionals. Cubicles
are set up in two branches of the building, and there
are a few designated rooms where important calls
can be made in private. Working with the National
Pest Management Association, Vault helped produce
a huge success, and the project appeared on various
programs including “Today”. The project itself was
on display for admiration in the offices as well.
Brittany offered valuable advice regarding public
relations that can apply to students now, as well as
after graduation. Her word of advice was to
“subscribe to PR Daily, keep brushed up on daily PR
skills, because it is a learning process.”
The day continued to 6ABC, where students learned
the makings of digital media, toured the offices, and
experienced the fast-paced media when sitting in on
a live recording of a newscast.

Communications. Brittany graduated from the
University of Delaware and interned at Vault prior to
obtaining her job. She said she “fell in love with PR
after taking a class her junior year, and immediately
got involved on campus.” Brittany presented an
overview of life at Vault, and offered her personal
touch with useful advice for students looking into
public relations.
Throughout the presentation, it was evident that
Brittany was passionate about working at Vault. In
fact, Vault is 100 percent women-owned, and is the
only company in Philly that can proudly claim this
title. Not only do they have experience with popular
clients such as Verizon and Campbell’s, but they also
have a 98 percent client retention rate.
When touring the offices, the students were greeted
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A letter from the president, continued from page 1
Not only did I leave with 50 things to bring back to the chapter and (close to) 50 business cards, but I left with the
realization that hospitality and tourism public relations is where my heart lays. National Conference gave me the
opportunity to learn things I never would have had the chance to learn otherwise (like all about Google+ from a
Google employee) and left me wishing I never left my heart there.
I am very excited for this next semester to begin and am even more excited that with a little perseverance and some
luck, more members can have the opportunity to attend National Conference in Philadelphia next year. I welcome
any suggestions that anyone may have regarding speakers or events for next semester. I hope you all have a fantastic
break and enjoy wherever your travels may take you! See you in February.
Best regards,
Chelsey Rodowicz

PRSSA-UD welcomes three local public relations pros to ‘Night
With the Pros’
By Nicole Sullivan
PRSSA-UD hosted their Night With the Pros event on
Thursday, November 15, in the Trabant University
Center. Three professionals arrived and sat at the very
front of the room to look out at several rows of
interested PRSSA members, eager to hear their stories.
The evening consisted of an hour-long panel discussion,
followed by a question and answer session, and ended
with a networking hour where the PRSSA members had
a chance to speak with the pros. Jamie Lawlor, the
programs director for PRSSA, coordinated the event,
and opened the night by introducing the professionals.
The first member of the panel to speak was Karen Galanaugh, a veteran to the public relations world. She
has worked in numerous fields, including public relations, film production, and publishing. She created
her own public relations business, Galanaugh & Company, LLC, working with celebrities, Fortune 500
companies, and not-for-profit organizations. She has also served as president of the Delaware Chapter of
PRSA and has been named “Communicator of Achievement” by the Delaware Press Association.
Nancy D’Argenio introduced herself next. Nancy originally worked for 15 years as a public affairs
director and Internet content coordinator at Delmarva Broadcasting Company in Wilmington, Delaware.
She recently became a public and community relations specialist at Nemours/Alfred I. duPont Hospital
for Children in Wilmington. As she has only been in public relations for four years, she is still
transitioning and learning about the field.
Ending the information session was Anna Cramer, a University of Delaware graduate. She has since
become a social media specialist for Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation, a not-for-profit organization
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(continued)
that raises money in the hopes of finding a cure for
children with cancer. Along with managing Alex’s
online community of 600,000
people, she is also involved in
PRSA, and serves as the social
media editor for the PRSA New
Professionals section.

people” along the way, “it all comes around,” so
keep the connections made, maintain them, and
eventually it will benefit the
individual in the future.
Once the question and answer
session was over, it was on to
the networking segment of the
night. It was a perfect way to
interact with each woman
individually
and
get
her
business card. Several PRSSA
members said they were
interested in contacting the
women after the event. One
member, Carolyn Beatty, had
nothing but great things to say about the networking
opportunity. “During the networking session, the
professionals did a great job of listening to what
students had to say or ask. They were genuinely
interested in having conversations with students
rather than just simply giving their advice.”

Each woman had invaluable
advice to share with the young,
prospective professionals in the
room. The first piece of advice
was to exude and experience
passion. Without passion and
excitement for an internship, an
interview for a job, or the job
itself, one won’t get far in the field. The second piece
noted a continuous desire to learn. Galanaugh said
that it is incredible what is offered to college
undergraduates, no matter what their major is, and
taking advantage of every opportunity given is
important. “The language and psychology classes
can only round out the experience had in college,”
she said, and by “understanding different cultures it
will all come together.” Also, young students and
professionals should talk to as many people as
possible, ask as many questions as they can, and
continuously network.

Overall the event was a success. PRSSA-UD
consistently does a great job of providing young
students with opportunities they would not find
anywhere else.

During the question and answer section, David
Johnson, a PRSSA member, asked, “What skill is
needed for any public relations professional?” The
three women each agreed that the ability to write is
an absolute necessity. If one can write under
deadlines efficiently and effectively, then they will be
that much better at their job.
Jamie Lawlor asked the panel how one should obtain
an internship with no previous professional
experience. Anna Cramer believes that great
internship opportunities can be found on the
Internet, through Twitter, or through a university’s
career services. Karen Galanaugh agreed and noted
that every person has their own skills that set them
apart from others, so “bring those to the table.” She
also commented on the fact that if one “helps
5
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‘Sandy Sale’: Questionable public relations tactics during Hurricane
Sandy
By Kristina Magana
Where were you on October 29 this year? If you were a part of Hurricane Sandy’s path, you were most likely
stocking up on batteries, food and water. And knock out sale items? While millions of people on the east coast
were affected by Sandy’s super storm, they were also being bombarded with super sales! America is a
capitalistic society, but is there a time and place to say not all business is good business? Stores like American
Apparel and Urban Outfitters have been receiving a great amount of backlash for their not so smart marketing
tactics during the tragic event that caused more than just gusts of wind, but loss of lives.
The job of a public relations professional is too skillfully
market a certain brand to target its audience. The
marketing agency of American Apparel and Urban
Outfitters tried to do what any company would do,
which is make sales. But was tying a super sale with a
super storm a smart public relations move for both
retailers? Unfortunately both retailers blasted out emails
to their subscribers during Sandy to market sales for
those who would be “bored” during the storm.
Considering the damage that Sandy caused, these
retailers failed to be considerate to those being affected,
and instead saw a golden opportunity to rack up a few
Picture courtesy of sodahead.com

sales.

In the public relations world, some may say there is never a thing as too much exposure, but in this case, there
definitely was. American Apparel sent out a mass email saying, “In case you’re bored during the storm. 20%
off everything for the next 36 hours.” Urban Outfitters, with the same rational, sent out a mass email saying,
“This Storm Blows, But Free Shipping on All Orders Doesn’t.” Both advertisements made the tragic situation
into a golden opportunity. Considering eight million people lost power, the tasteless marketing tactic was less
than welcomed by those who could even access Internet. Those who could open their emails were given
promotion codes such as, “All Soggy” and “Sandy Sale” to type in at checkout. Customers were less than
grateful for these sale promotions, and took their disgust for both retailers on social media.
Many who received the emails took to the Twitter world to voice their opinions, using hashtags such as
“#BoycottingAmericanApparel” and “ShutUpAboutTheSale.” The immediate Twitter reactions led to
American Apparel spokesperson Ryan Holiday to comment saying, “Sending out this email was a separate
little thing that was never intended to cause a ruckus, but just an attempt to keep our business going and keep
our employees working.” Keeping business going is one thing, but common sense is another. There is a time
and place for everything, including marketing.
Marketing is key to all companies, but bad marketing is the last move any public relations professional should
make. A sale linked to human tragedy is bad marketing and an incorrect tactic to use. Sandy was a super storm
to be reckoned with, not a super sale to be exploited! Gusts of wind and boredom don’t add up to make a
smart public relations move, but instead, a tasteless marketing campaign. Hopefully both retailers learned their
lesson with this less-than-smart business move even though they received responses such as Brian Clarks tweet,
“An American Apparel Hurricane Sandy Sale? Which 22 year old genius intern came up with this one?” Too
much public relations is never wrong, but too much bad public relations always is!
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‘I always push myself and that’s why I push my students.’ A profile
on Professor Carolyn White Bartoo
By Laura Hepp
A firework of energy. A bundle of fun. A wealth of wisdom. Professor Carolyn White Bartoo has quite the
outstanding reputation here at the University of Delaware. As many individuals know, Bartoo is a UD
alumnus. In 1988, she received her Bachelor of Arts in communication, specializing in both public relations and
broadcasting.
Growing up in the Wilmington suburbs right outside of Newark, Professor Bartoo was not certain of the career
path on which she would embark. She was only certain that she would not study anything related to science. As
a high school student who was actively involved in planning events for student government and helping with
the organization of homecoming and prom, Bartoo knew she had found both her niche and her passion. After a
rookie guidance counselor suggested public relations to her, she knew she had found her calling and she would
act on it by attending college. She, along with her brother, became the first generation in her family to receive a
post-secondary education. Bartoo arrived at the University of Delaware, seven miles from her home, and
embarked on her journey.
After being employed in Upland, PA, Bartoo started her first job in a small video production company where
she was one of five employees. There, she answered phone calls and completed UPS shipping while
occasionally producing educational videos for high schools, one of which was a grasshopper dissection video for
a high school biology class. For the person who did not enjoy science in the slightest, Bartoo would soon realize
fate could have a sense of humor. She spent eight years working in Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Florida for
small production companies where she served as a producer and television reporter before her career veered in a
new direction.
When she attended graduate school at Antioch University in 1993, Bartoo decided to pursue a degree that years
ago she never would have anticipated. At Antioch, Bartoo received her Master of Science in ecology, where she
specialized in environmental communication. Yes, she did, in fact, study the subject she so detested in high
school. However, she forced herself to get this degree so she could gain content background to work in the field.
To follow her dreams, Bartoo would not hesitate at any hurdle.
Through her successful career, Bartoo has quite the abundance of memories to cherish. She enjoyed working for
PBS Pledge Drive, interviewing special needs children during her time with a TV studio in Florida, and
reporting unsung hero stories wherever she was employed. She also enjoyed working for the Delaware Tourism
Office, where she could stay in nice hotels and eat glorious meals in exquisite restaurants. With her ecology
degree, she was able to work for state parks and even collaborate with high-end government officials like then
Senator Joe Biden.
Currently, Bartoo is nurturing her love for teaching at University of Delaware. She teaches public relations and
advertising courses with fervent enthusiasm for both her subjects and her students. Bartoo also demonstrates her
expertise by volunteering her communication skills at her church and her daughter’s school.
“Doing what you want to do doesn’t always mean doing what you want to do. You have to plan ahead and
swallow bitter pills sometimes to get to the end. I always push myself and that’s why I push my students.”
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Presidential PR: Winning the White House with Effective
Communication
By Maddie Brooks
The election season has now ended, and with it, stunning displays of public relations success and failure. Every
four years, presidential candidates walk a communications tightrope for months, seeking to sustain or regain
public approval. Elections hinge on these efforts. While Barack Obama and Mitt Romney used the same public
relations tools, their key messages varied greatly.
Obama characterized the election as a choice between two
radically different visions for the country. He subtly framed his
message with one word – “forward.” The word appeared not
just as the hashtag #Forward, but in speeches, campaign ads,
and signage used at campaign events and the Democratic
National Convention. This skillful branding associated the
Obama campaign with American values of progress and
perseverance.
Conversely, Mitt Romney painted the presidential race as a
Picture courtesy of globalpost.com
referendum. He urged voters to examine Obama’s record and
choose a candidate who could do better. Romney’s key message focused on the economy, always of critical
importance to voters. This allowed him to emphasize his business background. The Romney Twitter account
heavily used the hashtag #CantAfford4More to highlight this referendum message and play to many Americans’
frustration with Obama and the economic recession.
Social media democracy shined during the presidential debates. While Barack Obama and Mitt Romney duked it
out at the University of Denver, the real action unfolded on Twitter. The first presidential debate on October 3
became the most tweeted about event in U.S. political history, with a record-shattering 10.3 million tweets during
the hour and a half debate. Twitter users delivered rapid-fire punditry about policy issues, debating styles, “fired
Big Bird” and moderator Jim Lehrer. Another 3.5 million tweets went out during the vice presidential debate, and
7.2 million during the second presidential debate. Amplified by media coverage of debate tweets, Twitter drove
public political conversation.
An effective tool used in both presidential public relations campaigns was a woman’s (and a wife’s) touch.
Michelle Obama and Ann Romney took active roles by delivering well-received speeches at the Democratic and
Republican National Conventions, respectively. Both humanized their husbands while persuading voters to stick
with them. These speeches proved effective because Ann and Michelle hit every mark for being credible regarding
their husbands. As wives, they displayed expertise, sincerity, and charisma. Wives’ involvement in political public
relations is brilliant because they don’t resort to “attack dog” tactics in supporting their husbands’ election
aspirations. Both wives also had higher approval ratings than their husbands.
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Continued from Page 8:
In political communications, public image can hang on a single word or phrase. The 2012 election cycle
provided plenty of game-changing sound bites. Romney’s infamous “47 percent” comment about Americans
who don’t pay income tax required major damage control, an effort that proved clumsy, prolonged and only
marginally effective. Romney shifted from defense, saying his comments were “not elegantly stated,” to
apology, saying they were “just completely wrong.” Obama faced scrutiny for remarking that “the private sector
is doing fine.” He backtracked, saying “the economy is not doing fine,” and that he “asked Congress to start
taking some steps that can make a difference.” The short, simplistic nature of Romney’s and Obama’s gaffes
made them easy to remember, and the damage difficult to repair. Even a few words can put a bullet in a
campaign’s heart.
Political public relations depends on consistent, clear messaging. Candidates must constantly manage
everything from key speeches to minor miscues. Social media allowed voters to be heard above the political din,
and ultimately, drive the election conversation as much as the candidates themselves did. Political public
relations builds a relationship between voters and a person who could spend the next four years in the White
House. With such high stakes, every debate, speech, post, and tweet counts in creating not only a presidential
brand, but also a relationship with millions.

Using Pinterest as a social media tactic in public relations
By Heather Freireich
With its rising popularity, Pinterest has become extremely popular for brand social media. Pinterest is
considered by some a “social scrapbooking site,” because it is an image-based site with visual content and
photo-sharing capabilities. Serving as a therapeutic technique, members can reduce stress and practice
mindfulness. When users have a positive experience on a brand’s Pinterest page, they associate this feeling
with the brand’s products. According to a survey conducted by PriceGrabber this March, 21 percent of
Pinterest users have purchased a product after seeing its picture on Pinterest.
Two great examples of brands using Pinterest are Lindt Chocolate and American
Eagle Outfitters. Lindt Chocolate has great visual boards, like ‘celebrity auctions,’ gift
ideas, and recipes. Better than this, though, is that Pinterest users can pin for a cause;
for each #Pin4Autism pin that is re-pinned, $1.00 will be donated to Autism Speaks.
Lindt Chocolate draws fans in to their Pinterest with their philanthropic ideas.
American Eagle Outfitters is another brand that uses Pinterest wisely. This fashion
brand has boards for holiday finds and gift ideas, their vintage collegiate line, and
Picture courtesy of
twitter.com.

clothing ideas for spring break and summer festival fashion. Free advertisement for
American Eagle Outfitter’s products and fashion is seen throughout their Pinterest.

If brands are not using Pinterest to its full capacity, or even worse, not using it at all, they are losing out on
additional revenue. Pinterest serves as an excellent way to showcase a brand’s products and inventory. Since
Pinterest is free, brands can utilize this site for free online advertising as well. The site also offers a built-in
price feature, which creates a “virtual store” in a sense by driving traffic to brand and retailer’s websites. It is
difficult for brands to reach their target audience, but Pinterest allows them to do so in an easy fashion.
Pinterest creates a relationship between the brand and the consumer. This relationship is a two-way street:
brands highlight their products and inventory, and the Pinterest user/consumer recommends their favorite
brands and products. Members of Pinterest know that brands interact with them in meaningful ways, such as
creating this “virtual catalogue,” which really benefits the customer’s experience with the brand.
9
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Continued from Page 9
The online advertising efforts continue when users “Pin It” from brand websites and social media platforms.
Pinterest also encourages engagement between users. These Pinterest users can “re-pin” content from their
friend, or follower’s page. This is basically just an endorsement of a brand’s product. All of this attention and
usage drives Pinterest users to the brand’s website. This leads to increased revenue because of the free
advertising from Pinterest.
Pinterest serves as a social media site that is fun and helpful, as well as fiscally beneficial for all brands. Brands
survive because of their customers, and Pinterest helps develop a positive brand-customer relationship. This
“gallery” site serves many purposes, but using Pinterest for brand social media is successful because it is userfriendly, appeals to a wide audience and offline products can go online and brands can advertise for free. Almost
all social media allows for free advertising, but Pinterest does this in a more interactive, visual way.
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